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The beauty of bubbles: why champagne is so

good (and NZ sparkling is not far off )

Simon Day

Pray all of your pain be champagne (or New Zealand méthode traditionnelle) (Image: Emily Raftery Photography)

‘Too much of anything is bad, but too much champagne is just right,’ according to

Mark Twain. Simon Day has a cleansing glass of bubbles (or three) to go with a

history lesson on champagne.  

Champagne and fried chicken make surprisingly good tablemates. The sharp,

cleansing effervescence of the wine cuts through the rich fattiness of the deep-

fried poultry. They’re both celebratory kinds of food and drink. And at a recent

event, matching fried chicken with expensive bubbles was a fast way to make one

of the most prestigious drinks feel more approachable – a perfect icebreaker to a

discussion about champagne that promised to be “not serious”.

A winemaker, a wine seller, a wine pourer and a wine server had been convened to

demystify champagne and explain if, and how, our sparkling stands up to the

French finesse in the first New Zealand edition of Not Serious Wine Chats. The

champagne glistened in flutes, and my fingers glistened with grease, as we learned

about what makes sparkling wine so magic. Hidden from a cold winter’s night in the

warmth of Culprit’s dining room above Wyndham St in central Auckland, with a

blanket of chicken and sparkling wine, we learned about the special relationships

the four speakers had with champagne.

Turns out fried chicken is a perfect match for champagne (Photo: Emily Raftery Photography)

The wine seller

“It’s a celebration wine, a vehicle of happiness. Drinking a bottle of champagne at

seven o’clock in the morning takes you to places red wine would not take you,” says

Jean-Christophe Poizat, co-founder of French fine-wine merchant Maison Vauron.

Poizat is gorgeously French. He is handsome and charming. And despite living in

New Zealand for nearly 20 years, his accent is still thick and heavy. His family have

been in the wine-selling game since 1879. Poizat opened his boutique retailer in

1999 to celebrate French wine and its stories in New Zealand. And on the night he

starts with a good yarn about champagne.

Rebecca Smidt, Jean-Christophe Poizat, Clare Allan and Ismo Koski (Photo: Emily Raftery Photography)

He tells the story of two people more responsible than anyone else for the product

and prestige champagne carries today. Dom Pierre Pérignon was a French

Benedictine monk who lived his life in poverty, and was essential to the

development of the region’s wine. He was a pioneering winemaker and although

bubbles were seen as a flaw in his time, he developed ways to reduce their

presence and give champagne its more delicate sparkling nature. He was one of

the first to blend grape varietals to mask imperfections, and he progressed the

secondary bottle fermentation towards its modern, delicate art. His name is now

carried on the bottle of champagne house Moët & Chandon’s premier sparkling

product.

King Louis XIV drank almost nothing but champagne. And when he declared it the

best wine in the country, the huge growth in demand from the Sun King’s

endorsement began the rise of the region’s reputation (and a long-running feud

with Burgundy).

Both men were born in 1638, both died in September 1715.

Poizat loves this history of champagne, and it’s this narrative that he believes

justifies its prestige and price. It’s this story that is the final piece in the region’s

famous “terroir”, the almost spiritual concept that refers to a wine region’s vibe

through its representation of place.

“It’s the soil. It’s the topography, the climate, the exposure to the sun, the people. It’s

a combination of things that makes the terroir unique and very different to any

other region in the world. It’s very hard to pin them down,” he says.

The wine server

“It’s something decadent. That’s why you have it at lunch,” says Rebecca Smidt, who

owns and runs game and wild-food restaurant Cazador on Auckland’s Dominion Rd

with her husband Dariush Lolaiy.

People will always order sparkling wine for special occasions. Champagne’s

prestige once meant it was held superior over all else, but things are changing and

New Zealand’s bubbles are starting to stand up to the traditions of France.  

At her restaurant Cazador, Rebecca Smidt has seen provenance replace prestige (Photo: Emily Raftery Photography)

Smidt, who is charge of front of house while Lolaiy runs the kitchen, says most of

Cazador’s customers order wine based on their recognition of their favourite grape

variety. Pinot noir lovers stick to pinot, chardonnay drinkers order chardonnay. Yet

few people actually know what grapes are used to make champagne. (The grapes

you’re allowed to use to make champagne are pinot noir, pinot meunier and

chardonnay.)

“It’s so much about the occasion. And the enormous amount of marketing behind a

wine that is made in a completely different way,” says Smidt.  

Yet despite the huge reputation of champagne, the rise of local sparkling means it’s

no longer the only option when you want to celebrate.  

“We sell a lot of New Zealand méthode, because it is familiar and it is a beautiful

product,” says Smidt.

“We are starting to find provenance will supersede prestige. They want to know

about the maker, they want to know about the process, they want to know about the

region, and they want to know about the ethics.”

And this is where the restaurants, and waiters especially, are important guides for

the consumer.

The wine pourer

Food and beverage fashions make it to New Zealand slowly. They start in London

and New York, filter through Melbourne and Sydney, before eventually reaching

Auckland and Wellington. Ismo “Mo” Koski came to Auckland via Sydney, and

before opening his own restaurant Apero on Karangahape Rd in 2014, he worked

the tables in some of the city’s best restaurants (The Grove, Sidart, Merediths). He’s

watched sparkling trends work their way to our end of the world. Prosecco went big

early in the decade in London, and now it’s here serving its unique role.

Prosecco is fun. It’s Sunday afternoon in the sun. It’s an Aperol spritz on the terrace.

“Prosecco is more relaxed. A glass of fizz,” says Koski.   

Ever the patriot, Poizat quickly interrupts this celebration of the joys of prosecco

and asks: “But Mo… what would you open if you were trying to seduce someone?”

Koski knows there’s only one answer. “It’s got to be champagne.” Specifically, the

Nathalie Falmet Champagne Rosé.  

Ismo Koski wants you to try different types of bubbles (Photo: Emily Raftery Photography)

We taste one of his favourites on his wine list, Champagne Collet. It’s dry, crisp,

sweet like caramelised citrus, fun and exciting. Champagne Collet was established

in 1921 but only arrived in Aotearoa in 2014 when it was listed at Apero. The

collective, champagne Collet, is now owned by the growers – almost 500 of them.

They save a small parcel of the grapes they grow for other top Champagne houses

and pop it in Collet so they have their own wine to enjoy, knowing it is they who

produced it.

Koski is an advocate for the work of the lesser-known names of champagne. He

loves “growers’ champagne”, which is like the craft beer of bubbles, where small

houses grow grapes and then produce wine from their own crops (the big names

blend juices from around the region).

“We’ve got people buying Veuve Clicquot because 25 years ago they drank it at

their wedding. Fuck, get over it! New Zealanders need to get out of their square and

try something new,” he says.

He wants us to try local pet-nat wines too. Short for pétillant-naturel, AKA méthode

ancestrale, it’s an ancient approach to making bubbles that’s witnessing a modern

revival. The wine is bottled before the first fermentation is complete and there’s no

addition of sugar to create a second fermentation, resulting in a lightly sparkling,

sometimes cloudy wine, which is capped rather than corked. They’re exciting, and

varied, and sometimes a bit of a lottery (and the next Not Serious Wine Chats is on

natural wines in October).  

And not everyone loves them.

The winemaker

“They’re just too lazy to get rid of the lees,” says Clare Allan, half sarcastically, half

seriously, of pet-nat creators.

When she explains the arduous process of replicating champagne in New Zealand

using méthode traditionnelle, you can understand why she thinks the trend is in fact

an endorsement of short cuts.

The Huia Vineyard’s Blanc de Blancs 2011 (Photo: Emily Raftery Photography)

As we drink the golden 2011 blanc de blancs from her Huia Vineyard in

Marlborough, Allan outlines the winemaking technique for their sparkling. It’s a long

and laborious process. You pick the grapes and hand press them. Then you ferment

that juice in barrel. After 12 months, that base wine goes into a bottle with a bit of

sugar and yeast, and that produces the second ferment inside the vessel,

producing the bubbles. It must sit with that yeast for at least 18 months to be

considered a vintage. There’s a lot of pressure, the same pressure as a truck tyre,

and that’s why sparkling bottles are so thick and heavy.

Huia’s sparkling stays there for five years. Then it’s hand riddled by Allan’s husband

Mike (who worked at Veuve Clicquot), rotating the bottles in small turns he moves

the racked bottles from horizontal to “sur pointe” where the bottles are neck down,

drawing the sediment into the top and the wine left crystal clear.

Then they’re ready for disgorgement. The neck, where all the yeast is left, is frozen

and the temporary cap is popped off, and the pressure pushes the yeast plug out.

It’s then topped up with clean disgorged wine and a little residual sugar called the

dosage, and then they’re corked. The bottles are given a gentle shake so the sugar

rolls through it, they’re washed, and finally “dressed” (sparkling wine is not

“labelled”).

It’s a five-year process, and a real labour of love.  

“All you can do is try and make a wine that is as good as champagne” (Photo: Emily Raftery Photography)

“We don’t rely on our sparkling wine to survive. We would love to make lots of

sparkling but to be here next year we don’t. To price our sparkling wine at a

survivable price it would be $67 to $85 retail,” says Allan. It actually retails for $37 to

$42.

“Part of being sustainable is you need to stay in business,” says Allan.

Why bother making sparkling wine in New Zealand then, if it’s so uneconomic?

M O R E  R E A D I N G

Poppin’ off: The Spinoff’s guide to summer Champagne and sparkling wine With crisp notes

of family, the beach and Christmas, a bottle of bubbles is much more than just a drink, it’s a

moment.

It’s bubbles season, darlings! How to choose the right fizz for any occasion From beach

outings to barbecues to battling feelings of festive stress, December is jam-packed with

moments made for popping the cork on something sparkling. 

“Living in France, we developed a taste for Krug. Working in Champagne, I didn’t eat

very much at all except for the odd chocolate eclair from the local bakery, and we

just drank as much wine as we could. We realised that we were going to keep our

palates and taste buds in the style they had become accustomed to we were going

to have to make some sparkling wine,” she says.

“All you can do is try and make a wine that is as good as champagne.”

The Spinoff’s beverage content is brought to you by Fine Wine Delivery Co, which

is completely and utterly devoted to good taste, whether it’s wine, food, craft beer,

whisky, rum… Check out their website or pop into one of the two Auckland

superstores.

The Spinoff’s beverage content is brought to you by Fine Wine Delivery Co, which

is completely and utterly devoted to good taste, whether it’s wine, food, craft beer,

whisky, rum… Check out their website or pop into one of the two Auckland

superstores.
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The shake-and-drink smoothie drops

revitalising indigenous foods

Jihee Junn

Kaitahi’s super green zing smoothie drops include indigenous ingredients such as locally grown pūhā (Photos: Facebook/Kaitahi)

No blender required, says south Taranaki iwi-owned enterprise Kaitahi, whose

frozen smoothie drops using Māori ingredients have tapped into the convenient

‘superfoods’ market. Jihee Junn talks to business development manager Leonie

Matoe about how Kaitahi’s innovative drops are reviving the use (and growth) of

indigenous ingredients.

Fossil fuels have long powered Taranaki’s economic engine. But when the

government announced earlier this year that it was going to stop offshore oil and

gas exploration in New Zealand, the region’s mayor described it as “a kick in the

guts”.

While the announcement felt abrupt, it wasn’t entirely without warning. Shell said it

was pulling out of New Zealand earlier this year, while Tapuae Roa – a blueprint for

Taranaki’s future economy unveiled almost a year ago – touts sectors like clean

energy, food and the Māori economy as key drivers for the region’s growth

It’s a path that Kaitahi – a south Taranaki-based smoothie company – has already

well and truly embraced. A self-described “social-ecological enterprise”, Kaitahi’s

goals as an iwi-owned agency (Ngaa Rauru Kiitahi) stretches beyond just profit,

promoting the use of Māori ‘superfoods’, the employment of locals from the south

Taranaki community, and the revitalisation of indigenous, plant-based ingredients

in the region.

Not to mention it’s got an award-winning innovation to back it up. 

Smoothie blends are snap frozen into droplets to be shaken into life (Photo: kaitahi.com)

“You just grab one cup of the drops and shake it together with a liquid mixer. There’s

no need for a blender because of the droplet format. They just dissolve into the

liquid when you shake it together,” says Leonie Matoe, Kaitahi’s business

development manager.

“[To make the drops], we source all the ingredients, some of which we harvest by

hand and process ourselves, and feed them into a factory that blends them

together. That blend then goes through a droplet system that drops our blend onto

a conveyor belt that moves instantly into a blast freezer. So our mix is frozen and

packed into pouches. They stay frozen and are sold frozen so you don’t lose any

nutrition.”

The ingredients Kaitahi uses for its smoothie blends includes all the usual suspects:

berries, bananas, pineapples and oranges, to name a few. But Kaitahi also

distinguishes itself by using a range of indigenous plant foods and ingredients, like

kūmara (one of the most concentrated sources of carbs of any vegetable), pūhā (a

staple green vegetable in Māori cuisine), kawakawa (an aromatic plant with

medicinal qualities), and rewarewa honey (from the native New Zealand

honeysuckle tree, whose nectar was collected by traditional Māori as a natural

sweetener).

“It was my frustration with the food industry and the public health world… that forced me to jump to the other side,” says Leonie Matoe, left

(Photo: Supplied)

While officially launching in May, the Kaitahi concept has been two years in the

making, spurred by concern among local iwi over the lack of sustainable

enterprises, Matoe says. “Here in south Taranaki, we’re dominated by industries like

dairy farming and oil and gas, so the idea was to create something that used our

indigenous superfoods and native plants.”

“Early market research formed the idea [for a smoothie formulation]. But really, we

just ended up making some really good friends along the product development

journey who knew people, who knew other people, who knew this factory with the

technology. It all just moved from there.”

Matoe, who comes from a nutrition background, says Kaitahi was also informed by

her experiences working in the public health sector promoting health and

wellbeing, primarily among Māori communities. “It was my frustration with the food

industry and the public health world, and the frustration around good, healthy food

not being easily accessible, that forced me to jump to the other side.”

As an indigenous food enterprise, there are other layers of complexity and

accountability Kaitahi has to actively consider, Matoe adds. “We’re supported by

our iwi agency, Kii Tahi Ltd, which means we’re owned by the iwi and supported by

our 4000-plus iwi stakeholders. That means employing local people in south

Taranaki, employing our iwi people if they have the skill, and revitalising local

indigenous foods with a focus on availability, accessibility, as well as [keeping an

eye on] those limits.”

Revitalising the south Taranaki region by planting native plant species (Photo: kaitahi.com)

“We know we can’t just go off and make tons of the stuff. We have to think carefully

and make sure these plants are sustained and can sustain us. We’re currently

trialling the growth of a native pūha species which once grew prolifically in our
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trialling the growth of a native pūha species which once grew prolifically in our

region along the coastline, but we don’t see that particular species as much [any

more]. We want to use that particular pūha species in our product going forward. So

by design, our business actively supports the revitalisation of native plant foods.

And of course, we have to make money from it too.”

From the success of sibling chefs Karena and Kasey Bird to fast-casual food truck

Pūha & Pākehā, the renaissance of Māori-inspired cuisine has been spearheaded

by the merging of traditional ingredients with contemporary methods. Natural,

unadulterated, nutrient-dense foods with cultural and historical mana behind them

are in – overly processed, heavily manufactured foods are out.

“Two years ago when I started working on this project, we did a little validation

exercise where we asked specific questions around traditional foods and native

plant foods, and people were neither here nor there about it,” Matoe recalls. “But

this time around… it’s all just been really positive. I think it’s a reflection of timing and

openness to take on new food ideas. It’s interesting to me how influential trends

are.”

Kaitahi smoothies are coming to an (Auckland) cafe near you (Photo: Supplied)

Since showcasing their products at food shows in both Auckland and Wellington,

Kaitahi’s biggest problem is trying to keep up with demand, receiving at least one

inquiry a day asking where customers can purchase the product. “It kind of hurts

me a little to hold them off, but it’s just the nature of startup companies and the food

business. But I have full faith we’re going to get there,” she says, before adding that

the company has just started a relationship with Auckland cafe and restaurant

supplier The Produce Company, and is currently in discussions with Wellington

food emporium Moore Wilson’s.

“The whole idea of being at these food shows is to introduce us to people who can

get us stocked into stores. So we’re working on that. [We also have] second- and

third-generation products in mind that move into freeze-dried snacks and powders.

But for now, we’ll stick with as minimal processing as possible.”

The Spinoff’s beverage content is brought to you by Fine Wine Delivery Co, which

is completely and utterly devoted to good taste, whether it’s wine, food, craft beer,

whisky, rum… Check out their website or pop into one of the two Auckland

superstores.

The Spinoff’s first-ever food newsletter is here! Written by Charlotte Muru-

Lanning and produced in partnership with Boring Oat Milk, The Boil Up is your

weekly catch-up on what’s happening in our diverse and ever-changing culinary

landscape, covering the personal, the political and the plain old delicious. Enter

your email below to subscribe.

The Boil Up

Type your email… Subscribe
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